
332 - Patient Alert Alarm
The Lifemax Patient Alert is a simple to use alarm to alert a care giver when someone needs some help when getting out of bed or a chair. 

A small clip attaches to clothing and as the patient gets up, the clip will disconnect from the main unit and sound the alarm. 

This great safety item has a versatile mount that will position the alarm wherever it is most suited. Can be mounted on a bed, wall or 
wheelchair. Designed with a low battery warning light and a choice of a loud or soft volume tone setting.

In the unlikely event that your Lifemax product develops a manufacturing fault, it is covered by a one 
year return to base warranty when you return this card.

Your warranty is only valid with the original receipt, please ensure  you keep this safe.  The warranty 
runs from the date of purchase.

If your product develops a defect during the warranty period, please call 01635 874323 for further 
advice.   If requested, please securely pack your item and return enclosing your contact details, your 
proof of purchase and fault details.

We will, at our discretion, repair or exchange the item in line with warranty legislation.  Where no 
proof of purchase is provided, or the product is outside the warranty period, repairs/replacements will 
be offered at cost to the customer.
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We would like to keep you up to date with other helpful products. If you would rather we did not, please tick here.  

   BATTERY INFORMATION

1. Your Patient Alert requires 2 x AAA batteries (not supplied)
2. To insert the batteries:
 • Remove the two screws on the battery cover. When removing the cover, take care to ensure the rubber 

gasket underneath is not removed.
 • Insert the two AAA batteries ensuring the correct polarity (+/-) is observed. Always use new batteries and 

do not mix battery types.
 • Replace the battery cover ensuring the rubber gasket is still in place. Secure with the two screws ensuring 

they are not over tightened.

   FIXING YOUR PATIENT ALERT

1. Your Patient Alert is supplied with a holster for mounting it to a wall/wheelchair/bed.
2. To attach to a bed or wheelchair use the strap provided. Insert the strap to the back of the holder.
3. To attached your Patient alert to a clean, flat surface use the hook and loop fastener strips provided.
4. You can also permanently fix the holster to a wall by screwing it into suitable fixings on a flat surface through 
the screw holes in the holster.

   HOW TO USE YOUR PATIENT ALERT

1. Place the magnetic sensor in the sensor area then turn on your Patient Alert by sliding the ON/OFF switch to 
either ‘LO’ or ‘HI’. Choose the correct volume level for your application.
2. Attach the magnetic sensor to the patient using the clip on the end of the pull cord. Ensure that the string on 
the pull cord is positioned safely so as not to create a strangulation hazard. Use the length adjuster on the cord to 
ensure the pull cord is a good length.
3. When the patient alights from their bed or chair the magnetic sensor will be pulled from the Patient Alert, 
activating the alarm. The alarm will sound for three seconds followed by a pause of two seconds to preserve 
battery life and minimize any trauma to the patient.
4. Stop the alarm by replacing the magnetic sensor or by turning the ON/OFF switch to the off position.

   BATTERY LEVEL TEST

1. Turn on your patient Alert and remove the magnetic sensor to check the alarm is working
OR
2. Press the battery test button (BATT. CHK.) and observe the brightness of the LED indicator to assess the battery 
strength.

WARNING: THE PULL CORD CAN ENTANGLE AND COULD CAUSE A SAFETY RISK TO THE PATIENT.

USE ONLY WITH DUE CARE AND ATTENTION AND UNDER SUPERVISION
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